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Quantifying the accretion of hyperphosphorylated tau in the locus coeruleus and dorsal raphe

nucleus: the pathological building blocks of early Alzheimer’s disease

Aims: Hyperphosphorylated tau neuronal cytoplasmic

inclusions (ht-NCI) are the best protein correlate of

clinical decline in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Qualita-

tive evidence identifies ht-NCI accumulating in the

isodendritic core before the entorhinal cortex. Here,

we used unbiased stereology to quantify ht-NCI bur-

den in the locus coeruleus (LC) and dorsal raphe

nucleus (DRN), aiming to characterize the impact of

AD pathology in these nuclei with a focus on early

stages. Methods: We utilized unbiased stereology in a

sample of 48 well-characterized subjects enriched for

controls and early AD stages. ht-NCI counts were

estimated in 60-lm-thick sections immunostained for

p-tau throughout LC and DRN. Data were integrated

with unbiased estimates of LC and DRN neuronal

population for a subset of cases. Results: In Braak

stage 0, 7.9% and 2.6% of neurons in LC and DRN,

respectively, harbour ht-NCIs. Although the number

of ht-NCI+ neurons significantly increased by about

1.99 between Braak stages 0 to I in LC (P = 0.02),

we failed to detect any significant difference between

Braak stage I and II. Also, the number of ht-NCI+

neurons remained stable in DRN between all stages 0

and II. Finally, the differential susceptibility to tau

inclusions among nuclear subdivisions was more

notable in LC than in DRN. Conclusions: LC and

DRN neurons exhibited ht-NCI during AD precortical

stages. The ht-NCI increases along AD progression on

both nuclei, but quantitative changes in LC precede

DRN changes.
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Introduction

Lack of understanding of the fundamental biology driv-

ing the early stages of AD may be preventing the devel-

opment of effective treatments [1]. Neuropathological

hallmarks of AD – hyperphosphorylated tau neuronal

cytoskeletal pathology (Figure 1) and b-amyloid neu-

ritic plaques – start accumulating in the brain decades

before the onset of AD defining symptoms [2]. Improv-

ing knowledge of early AD biology is an unmet need

and is key for the development of disease-modifying

treatments [1,3].

Tau neuronal cytoskeletal pathology correlates well

with neuronal loss and cognitive decline, and its pre-

dictable spread into different brain regions serves as the

basis for AD staging [4]. Therefore, modulating tau

neuronal cytoskeletal pathology in the early stages of

AD could prevent irreversible neuronal loss and brain

damage.

In 1991, Braak and Braak divided the progression of

AD into six stages based on the cortical distribution of

silver-stained neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions, called

neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) [4]. NFT in the transen-

torhinal/entorhinal cortex and hippocampus character-

ize stages I and II. Braak stages III–IV are characterized

by involvement of limbic areas and the neocortex. NFT

develop in primary neocortical areas in Braak stages

V–VI [4]. The Braak staging system is based on cross-

sectional studies and is rather qualitative, making it

challenging to predict when the subject will progress to

higher stages or even express symptoms. In fact, multi-

site workforces are investigating if individuals at low

Braak stages represent early AD phases, normal ageing

or a mixture of both [5,6]. However, the Braak system

is reproducible and correlates well with cognitive sta-

tus. Finally, a PET-tau imaging study corroborates the

Braak staging system as an indication of AD neu-

ropathological progression [7]. We demonstrated that

tau cytoskeletal pathology develops in the brainstem’s

dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN; Figure 2), before the

transentorhinal region [8], confirming the DRN’s early

vulnerability to AD [9,10]. Other studies that investi-

gated the chronological involvement of subcortical

structures in AD pathogenesis were examined [11,12].

It became clear that several regions belonging to the

isodendritic core – a group of subcortical nuclei with

morphologically similar neurons, including the locus

coeruleus (LC; Figure 2) and DRN – are involved early

in AD [8,11,13–19]. The LC shows hyperphosphory-

lated tau neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions (ht-NCI) from

the fourth decade of life [20–22]. In fact, early isoden-

dritic core degeneration in AD may explain the high

prevalence of mood and sleep cycle dysfunction

observed in prodromal stages [16,23–30]. To consoli-

date these findings, Braak and colleagues revised their

original staging system of AD in 2011 to incorporate

brainstem structures of the isodendritic core as the ear-

liest involved by sites affected by ht-NCI [21].

The literature shows conflicting results on the impact

of early ht-NCI formation in the isodendritic core. Also,

different authors dispute if ht-NCI are associated with

neuronal loss or are, rather, a more benign epiphe-

nomenon of ageing. For instance, it was suggested that

ht-NCI deposition in brains lacking b-amyloid deposits

should be considered a primary age-related tauopathy

and not early AD [28]. A roadblock in clarifying this

important question relates to the lack of post mortem

brain tissue from well-characterized individuals at early

Braak stages (at prodromal AD phases) and controls

because most clinicopathological series come from

dementia clinics.

Using a collection of well-characterized human sub-

jects enriched for controls and early AD stages, we

recently demonstrated that the LC shrinks about 8.4%

in volume between each Braak stage without a signifi-

cant loss of neurons until Braak stage III. On the other

hand, no changes in LC volume or neuronal counts

were seen in normal ageing [31]. Furthermore, we

Figure 1. A 60-lm-thick horizontal section through the pons

showing a portion of the locus coeruleus immunostained for

phospho-tau (CP-13) and counterstained with gallocyanin. The

arrow points to a ht-NCI+ neuron. The arrowhead points to a

neuron free of ht-NCI displaying neuromelanin. [Color figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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found that the rostral third of LC was the most vulner-

able to AD pathology, corroborating previous studies

[31–33]. Here, we utilize unbiased stereology in a sam-

ple of 48 well-characterized cases enriched for early

Braak stages and controls to further clarify morphologi-

cal changes associated with AD progression in the

extremely vulnerable LC and DRN.

Materials and methods

Subjects

The 48 cases (Table S1) were obtained from the Brain

Bank of the Brazilian Brain Aging Study Group

(BBBABSG) from the University of S~ao Paulo [34] and

the Neurodegenerative Disease Brain Bank (NDBB) at

the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). All

donations to the BBBABSG were made by next of kin

after providing informed consent. The NDBB receives

brain and spinal cord donations from patients enrolled

in longitudinal clinical research programs at UCSF’s

Memory and Aging Center. The project was approved by

the Ethics Committee of the University of S~ao Paulo Med-

ical School (020/10). At UCSF, the research did not meet

criteria for human studies (de-identified post mortem

samples) and therefore no IRB approval was required.

Subjects were older than 44 years and had the whole

extent of LC and DRN available for analyses. Exclusion

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. (a) An overview of a 60-lm-thick horizontal section through the pons showing locus coeruleus immunostained for phospho-

tau (CP-13) and gallocyanin. (b) An overview of a 60-lm-thick horizontal section through the midbrain showing dorsal raphe nucleus at

the level of the supratrochlear nucleus immunostained for phospho-tau (CP-13) and gallocyanin. (c and d) Horizontal sections, 300-lm-

thick, adjacent to the sections in (a) and (b), respectively, stained for gallocyanin (Nissl staining). Note that thick sections provide optimal

cytoarchitectural clarity and are ideal to assist with tracing the nuclei’s borders as a reference for the analysis of the 60 lm sections.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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criteria included the presence of non-AD-related neu-

rodegenerative pathology or significant cerebrovascular

lesions. Subjects were excluded if they had a history of

seizures, other neurological diseases, a primary psychi-

atric diagnosis, or gross nondegenerative structural

pathology. BBBABSG and NDBB neuropathological pro-

tocols are similar. For all cases, the routine neuropatho-

logical assessment followed universally accepted criteria

for neurodegenerative diseases [35–37]. AD pathology

was staged according to the new NIA-AA guidelines and

categorized by the Braak and Braak staging system for

neurofibrillary changes [4,33].

Tissue processing for this study

Specific tissue processing and staining methods used in

this study have been described previously [10]. Brain-

stems were severed from the brain upon autopsy, fixed

in 10% neutral buffered formalin and subsequently

embedded in 8% celloidin [38]. Blocks were cut hori-

zontally in serial alternating 300 lm and 5 9 60 lm
sections using a sliding microtome. All 300-lm-thick

sections were stained with gallocyanin–chromalum, a

Nissl staining [13] for cytoarchitectural studies. One

60-lm-thick section at every 1200-lm interval was

immunostained for phospho-Serine 202-tau (CP-13,

1:500; gift from Peter Davies, NY, USA) after antigen

retrieval in pH 6.0 citrate buffer using an autoclave

and counterstained with gallocyanin [13]. The anti-ser-

ine 202 antibody was selected because it detects early

changes of tau hyperphosphorylation.

Stereology

Stereological analyses of the ht-NCI+ neuronal popula-

tion in DRN and the unilateral LC followed design-based

stereology principles using the optical fractionator probe

according to a previously described method [39]. Only

the left LC was estimated because several studies show

symmetry of LC neuronal population in normal controls

and AD cases [32,40–43]. Furthermore, semiquantita-

tive observations of tau burden in neuropathological

routine assessment and using neuroimaging methods

are symmetric. LC and DRN borders were identified

based on Olszewski’s ‘Cytoarchitecture of the Human

Brain Stem’ [44] and R€ub and colleagues [45] respec-

tively. Brainstem sections containing the DRN were col-

lected from the level of the caudal border of the inferior

colliculus, through the caudal pole of the oculomotor

complex (III), a distance of about 6 mm. On cross-sec-

tion, the rostral DRN borders encompass a fountain-

shaped cell group composed of a medially situated cen-

tral portion and two lateral wings. We traced the central

portion between the medial longitudinal fasciculus

(MLF) of each side and its dorsal extent to the base of

the cerebral aqueduct. We traced the lateral wings dor-

sally to the MLF and the trochlear nuclei. Brainstem sec-

tions containing LC were collected caudally from the

level of the dorsal oral pole of the motor trigeminal

nucleus to the level of the caudal border of the inferior

colliculus, a distance of approximately 12 mm. We

traced LC borders dorsomedially to the central grey mat-

ter, dorsolaterally to the mesencephalic trigeminal

nucleus and ventrally and ventromedially to the nucleus

reticularis pontis oralis [8,44,45]. The gallocyanin–

chromalum stained 300 lm sections were used for

cytoarchitectonic visualization of LC and DRN neurons

and for tracing the nuclei borders.

In short, the guard zone was set at 5 lm and the

dissector height at 13.2 lm. The analyses were con-

ducted using a Zeiss Imager A2 microscope (Carl Zeiss

AG, Oberkochen, Germany). First, a coverslip engraved

with a 600 9 600-lm alphanumeric labelled grid

(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) was

placed on top of the region of interest. The alphanu-

meric grid squares overlaying any portion of the region

of interest were recorded at 59 magnification (Objec-

tive A-Plan 59/0.12 M27 [WD = 10.1 mm], Carl Zeiss

AG). These grid squares served as the sampling frames.

Then, under 209 magnification (Objective EC Plan-

Neofluar 209/0.50 M27, Carl Zeiss AG), the upper left

corner of the first grid square was aligned to �45°

below vertical in the field of view. Once the neurons

located closer to the superior border of the dissector

came into focus, the guard zone was set and the dissec-

tor was photographed using a digital camera (EOS

Rebel T5i; Cannon, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) attached to the

microscope with a T2 2.5x 60N interface (Carl Zeiss

AG). Images were taken at seven z-axis levels separated

by an interval of 2.2 lm, set by the scale engraved

onto the microscope’s fine adjustment knob, using the

EOS utility (Cannon, Inc.).

The z-stacks were uploaded to the image processing

software ImageJ and a virtual dissector was created, as

done previously [46,47]. The field of view of the camera

was set as the counting frame (446.13 9 297.42 lm).

© 2017 British Neuropathological Society NAN 2017; 43: 393–408
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The number of ht-NCI+ neurons was recorded in each

picture with the assistance of the ‘cell counter’ ImageJ

plugin (Kurt De Vos, University of Sheffield, Academic

Neurology) with the lower horizontal and the left verti-

cal borders as forbidden lines. We confirmed the final

section thickness for each section using a z-axis

micrometer (MBF StereoInvestigator v.10; MBF Bio-

science, Williston, VT, USA) installed on a Zeiss Imager

A2 microscope (Zeiss) with the readout in the software

StereoInvesigator (MBF StereoInvestigator v.10; MBF

Bioscience) at 409 objective magnification (Plan-Apoc-

hromat 409/1.30 oil objective, Carl Zeiss AG). The

ROI was sampled for thickness in three locations in

each section. If the range of thicknesses was greater

than 2 lm for a section, a fourth thickness was

recorded for this section. The average of the measures

was considered as the thickness of each section in the

calculations.

The ht-NCI+ neuron counts were recorded for each

dissector in an automated data entry form in Microsoft

Excel (2007; Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,

USA) using the formula described for the optical frac-

tionator [39]. Additionally, the coefficient of error (CE)

was calculated following Gundersen’s method with

parameters set assuming an irregular border [48] and

the Schmitz–Hof method [49].

The estimates for neuronal number per nuclei (DRN

and unilateral LC) are based on published parameters

and have been used in other studies [13,31]. Both the

estimation of total number of neurons and the number

of ht-NCI+ neuron were obtained using the following

formula:

X
Q� � t

h
� 1

asf
� 1

ssf

where Q� is the number of particles counted in a dis-

sector, t is the thickness of the section (measured for

each section), h is the height of the dissector

(13.2 lm), asf (0.0328) is the area of the counting

frame divided by the area of the sampling frame and

ssf (0.05) is the fraction of sections that were sampled

from the ROI.

As we focused on intraneuronal tau inclusions, we

used rigorous standards to discriminate neurons from

other cell types and limited the number of observers to

minimize interobserver variability. We characterized

neurons using the gallocyanin (Nissl) counterstaining.

Both LC and DRN neurons have distinctive nucleus

and nucleolus, as opposed to glial cells. Also, these

nuclei feature neurons proportionately much larger

than glia cells [44].

Subdivisions

LC was divided vertically into rostral, middle and cau-

dal thirds to investigate a possible topographical gradi-

ent of ht-NCI burden. These delineations were made by

dividing the sections used in the stereological analysis.

For cases with a number of sections not divisible by 3,

the remainder was distributed based off previous

knowledge of differential vulnerability to neuronal and

volumetric loss with rostral LC as the most susceptible,

the middle as the second most susceptible and the cau-

dal as the least susceptible [17,31]. To illustrate, in

cases with eight sections, the lower three sections were

caudal, the middle three were middle and the upper

two were rostral. For cases with ten sections, four were

assigned to caudal, three to middle and three to rostral.

DRN was divided into three based on its four distinc-

tive subnuclei. From caudal through rostral, these

included the caudal laminar (CL), caudal compacta

(CC), and on the same transverse plane, the supra-

trochlear and interfascicular which were analysed as

one subnucleus in this study (STIF). DRN subnuclei

were delineated on the basis of the cell morphology

and borders defined by previous investigations [45,50].

Statistical analysis

Associations between ht-NCI+ neuron estimated popu-

lation size and demographics were only examined in

Braak stage 0–I cases to examine possible demographic

influences in relatively nonpathological conditions. Dif-

ferences between Braak stages in the population of ht-

NCI+ neurons in LC and DRN were assessed using a

one-way analysis of means. A Bartlett test of homo-

geneity of variance was used to determine if each

Braak stage group had statistically similar variances.

When variances were different among groups, a Welch

correction was applied to the one-way analysis of

means. This analysis excluded cases beyond Braak

stage II due to relatively low sampling in the later

stages and the study’s focus on early stages of AD. A

Tukey’s post hoc analysis to an ANOVA was used to

examine pairwise differences between individual Braak

stages. Of the entire sample size, those cases that had

© 2017 British Neuropathological Society NAN 2017; 43: 393–408
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complementing estimations neuronal populations from

previous studies [31] were included in an analysis that

interpreted the number of ht-NCI+ neurons as a pro-

portion of the total neuronal population size (both pig-

mented and nonpigmented middle and large size

neurons – see [13]). For each case, the estimated ht-

NCI+ neuronal population was divided by the estimated

neuronal population to generate the proportion of ht-

NCI+ neurons. We performed sensitivity analyses to

confirm our findings regarding the association between

ht-NCI+ neurons and Braak stages, using univariate

and multivariate linear regression models adjusted for

age, sex, years of education and brain weight. Statisti-

cal analyses were conducted in the statistical comput-

ing program R [51]. The level of significance was set at

the 0.05 level in two-tailed tests.

Results

Table S1 depicts the demographic and clinical informa-

tion with stereological estimates and CE’s for each of

the 48 cases included in this study. Most the sample

was male (58%), with 62% White. The average age

was 63.2 � 10.4 years (range 44–88 years). The aver-

age education attainment was 6.7 � 5.5 years (range

of 0–18 years). Figures 3 and 4 depict descriptive

statistics for the sample and subsamples for LC analyses

and DRN analyses respectively. The table breaks down

the statistics by analysis, as the subsamples vary.

Locus coeruleus

The number of ht-NCI+ LC neurons does not vary with age,

sex, years of education or brain weight Using 25 Braak

stage 0 and I cases (Figure 3a – for demographic

information on this subsample), no significant

associations were detected between age, years of

education or brain weight and ht-NCI+ LC neuron

population size. Males and females had the same ht-

NCI+ LC neuron population size.

The number of ht-NCI+ LC neurons significantly increase

within early Braak stages By examining the ht-NCI+ LC

neuronal population size in 38 cases (Figure 3a – for

demographic information on this subsample) ranging

from Braak stage 0 to II (n = 13, 12 and 13

respectively) significantly different variances were

detected between the Braak stages (P = 0.045). A

one-way analysis of means, without assuming equal

variances, indicated a significant increase in LC ht-NCI+

neuron population sizes among the early Braak stages

(P = 0.01). Analysing the pairwise differences between

Braak stages indicates that there is an increase of 3173

(95% CI: [490, 5856]) neurons between Braak stage 0

to I with no significant difference between Braak stages I

and II (Figure 5a). However, in the subset of the cases

(n = 28; Figure 3b – for demographic information on

this subsample) in which a stereological estimate of the

total LC neuronal population size was available (see

[31]), we only detected a trend of higher proportion of

ht-NCI+ comparing Braak stage I to 0 and no difference

between Braak stage I and II cases (Figure 5b). Of note,

an average of 7.87% of LC neurons already showed ht-

NCI in Braak 0 cases. We performed sensitivity analyses

using linear regression with Braak stage as a dummy

variable, and the results were similar (results not

shown).

The proportion, but not the total number of ht-NCI+ LC

neurons, is higher in late Braak stages compared to early

Braak stages By examining all LC cases (n = 45;

Figure 3a – for demographic information on this

subsample), we failed to identify a significant difference

between the total number of LC ht-NCI+ neurons in

early (Braak stage 0–II) vs. late (Braak stage V/VI) Braak

stages (Figure 6a). We used the subset of cases in which

estimations for neuronal populations were available

(n = 33; Figure 3b – for demographic information on

this subsample) to compare the proportion of ht-NCI+ LC

neurons between early and late Braak stages. A

significantly (P < 0.0001) higher percent (3.69) of LC

neuron population with ht-NCI+ neurons was detected

in late stages than early stages (Figure 6b).

ht-NCI burden varies among LC subregions within early Braak

stages In Braak stage 0 cases (n = 13; Figure 3a – for

demographic information on this subsample), the

average number of ht-NCI+ LC neurons was 3531. Of

this, the middle third of LC had an average of 2808 ht-

NCI+ neurons which is an average of 1626 (95% CI:

[521, 2732]) more than the caudal third and 1506

(95% CI: [400, 2612]) more than the rostral third

(Figure 7a). However, when considering the proportion

of the total neuronal population (n = 13; Figure 3b –

for demographic information on this subsample), we

only observed a significant difference between the
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rostral and caudal thirds (P = 0.03) (Figure 7b). Braak

stage 0 cases already exhibited ht-NCI in 12.63% of

rostral, 9.63% of middle and 4.13% of caudal LC

neurons.

In Braak stage I cases (n = 12; Figure 3a – for demo-

graphic information), middle LC had 1253 (95% CI:

[453, 2054]) more ht-NCI+ neurons than caudal LC

and 949 (95% CI: [149, 1750]) more ht-NCI+ neurons

than rostral LC (Figure 7c). In Braak stage II cases

(n = 13), middle LC had 1291 (95% CI: [445, 2137])

more ht-NCI+ neurons than rostral LC and 953 (95%

CI: [107, 1799]) more ht-NCI+ neurons than caudal

LC (Figure 7e). There was no significant difference

between the number of ht-NCI+ neurons at any Braak

stage 0–II in the rostral vs. caudal LC. Likewise, in

Braak stage I and II (Figures 6d, f) cases (n = 15; Fig-

ure 3b – for demographic information), we failed to

observe any differences in the proportions of LC ht-

NCI+ neurons in the subdivisions.

Dorsal raphe nucleus

The number of ht-NCI+ in DRN correlates with age but not

sex, years of education or brain weight For this analysis

using 23 Braak stage 0 and I cases (Figure 4a – for

demographic information), a significant association

(P = 0.03) was detected between the population of

ht-NCI+ neurons in DRN and age for cases Braak stage

0–I with an average increase of 208.05 (95% CI: [23,

393]) ht-NCI+ neurons per year. No significant

association was detected between years of education or

brain weight with ht-NCI+ DRN neuron population in

Braak stage 0–I cases. Males and females had similar

numbers of ht-NCI+ neurons.

The number and proportion of ht-NCI+ neurons remain stable

in early Braak stages in DRN By examining the ht-NCI+

DRN neuronal population size in 35 cases (Figure 4a –

for demographic information on this subsample)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Features and descriptive statistics (intervals represent one standard deviation) for the 48 cases used in this study with subsets

broken down by LC subanalysis. Abbreviations: CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; ht-NCI, hyperphosphorylated tau neuronal cytoplasmic

inclusions; LC, locus coeruleus. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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ranging from Braak stage 0 to II (n = 11, 12, and 12

respectively), no significantly different variances were

detected between Braak stages. Our analysis did not

detect any significant differences in the mean numbers

of ht-NCI+ DRN neurons between early Braak stages.

(Figure 5c). For a subset of the cases (n = 15; Figure 4b

– for demographic information), we also had a

stereological estimate of the total DRN neuronal

population size. An analysis of this subset from Braak

stage 0 to II (n = 5, 4, and 6 respectively) did not

reveal any significant differences between early Braak

stages in the proportion of DRN neurons with ht-NCI+

(Figure 5d). In Braak stage 0 cases (n = 5; Figure 4b –

for demographic information), about 2.62% of neurons

were positive for ht-NCI. We performed sensitivity

analyses for all the associations described in this

paragraph using regression analysis with Braak stage as

a dummy variable, and the results were similar.

The number and proportion of ht-NCI+ DRN neurons increase

into late Braak stages By examining all DRN cases

(n = 45; Figure 4a – for demographic information on

this subsample) using a one-way analysis of means, a

significant increase (9.19) was detected between the

number of ht-NCI+ DRN neurons in early (stage 0–II)

and late (stage V/VI) Braak stages (P = 0.002)

(Figure 6c). A significant increase (7.79) was

also detected in the proportion of ht-NCI+ neurons in the

subset of cases (n = 20; Figure 4b – for demographic

information on this subsample) with estimated neuronal

populations (P = 0.01) (Figure 6d).

ht-NCI are evenly distributed between DRN subnuclei in early

Braak stages In Braak stage 0, there are 2040 ht-NCI+

neurons in STIF – 1516 more than CL (P = 0.031)

with no significant difference with CC. No significant

difference was detected in the ht-NCI+ neuron

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Features and descriptive statistics (intervals represent one standard deviation) for the 48 cases used in this study with subsets

broken down by DRN subanalysis. Abbreviations: CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus; ht-NCI, hyperphosphorylated

tau neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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population between CL and CC. No significant

differences were detected in the proportion of neurons

with ht-NCI between any subnuclei in Braak stage 0.

No significant differences were detected in the number

or percent of ht-NCI+ DRN neurons between each

subnucleus in Braak stage I or II.

Is there a relationship between the number of ht-NCI+

neurons in LC and DRN? To determine if there is a

relationship between the magnitude of ht-NCI

progression in LC and DRN, we ran a regression

between the number of ht-NCI+ neurons in LC vs. DRN

in all overlapping cases (n = 42; Figures 3a and 4a –

for demographic information on these subsamples). We

failed to detect a significant interaction between the

number of ht-NCI+ neurons in DRN and the number of

ht-NCI+ neurons in LC.

Discussion

This study utilized design-based unbiased stereology in a

difficult-to-obtain sample of human brains spanning

Figure 5. Box plots depicting ht-NCI burden between subjects at early Braak stages. A significant difference was detected between Braak

stages 0 and I in the number of ht-NCI+ neurons in the locus coeruleus (LC), with no significant difference between Braak stages I and II

(a). No significant difference was detected between any Braak stages in the proportion of neurons with ht-NCI in LC (b). Likewise, no

significant difference was detected in the number (c) or proportion (d) of ht-NCI+ neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN). *p<0.1;
**p<0.05; ***p<0.01. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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early and late Braak stages for neurofibrillary tangles to

quantify neuronal ht-NCI burden in two extremely

vulnerable subcortical structures to ht-NCI – LC and

DRN. This quantitative study complements previous

qualitative investigations of AD-related ht-NCI progres-

sion in the isodendritic core [8,31,45], and investigates

the relationship between phospho-tau burden and

changes in neuronal numbers. The major findings from

this study are that (a) both LC and DRN exhibit a note-

worthy number of ht-NCI+ neurons in control (Braak

stage 0) cases; (b) the number of ht-NCI+ neurons

remain stable during ageing in LC but not in DRN; (c) in

early (Braak stage 0–II) stage cases, the number, but not

the proportion of ht-NCI+ neurons, increases in LC. In

DRN, both the total numbers and proportion remained

the same; however, (d) the number of ht-NCI+ neurons

in LC is similar between early and late Braak stages,

whereas the proportion of these neurons increases signif-

icantly in late Braak stages. (e) In DRN, the total number

and proportion of ht-NCI+ neurons increase from early

to late Braak stages; (f) the number and proportion of ht-

NCI+ neurons are significantly different between LC sub-

divisions but are evenly distributed in DRN.

LC and DRN are parts of the isodendritic core and

exhibit extremely early susceptibility to develop AD-

related tau cytoskeleton pathology [8,11,12,21]. As the

Figure 6. Box plots depicting the burden of ht-NCI between subjects at early and late Braak stages. While there is no significant change

in the number of neurons positive for ht-NCI in the locus coeruleus (LC) (a), a significant increase can be detected in the proportion of

neurons with ht-NCI (b). The ht-NCI burden in the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) increases both as a number (c) and proportion (d) of

neurons. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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major site of noradrenalin synthesis in the brain, the

LC plays a major role in circadian rhythms, depression

and stress [13,27,44–50]. The DRN produces the

majority of the serotonin in the brain and has been

associated with psychiatric disorders such as depression

[11].

Figure 7. In Braak stages 0, I and II cases the middle third of the locus coeruleus (LC) has more ht-NCI+ neurons than the rostral and

caudal thirds (a, c and e). When considering the proportion of the total neuronal population, the rostral third had significantly more ht-

NCI than the caudal third, with no difference compared to the middle third (b). In Braak stages I and II cases we failed to observe any

differences in the proportions of LC ht-NCI+ neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) subdivisions (d and f). *p<0.1; **p<0.05;
***p<0.01 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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In Braak stage 0 cases, around 8% of LC neurons

contained ht-NCI. This number is higher than those

reported by studies using less sensitive silver staining to

detect inclusions [52], but our results go in line with

the reports that LC and DRN develop ht-NCI before any

cortical area and from the fourth decade of life [8,21].

Our results also support evidence that tau precedes b-
amyloid accumulation in humans. In fact, LC neurode-

generation may potentiate b-amyloid pathology

[15,53–55]. We found an almost two-fold increase in

the numbers of ht-NCI+ LC neurons from Braak 0 to I,

even though the average neuronal numbers of these

groups were similar (Figure 5a), reinforcing evidence

that there may be a long gap between ht-NCI formation

and neuronal loss [10]. In fact, we showed LC neuronal

loss only from Braak stage III [31]. Interestingly, the

total numbers of ht-NCI+ LC neurons seem to remain

stable between Braak stages I, II and V/VI. Given that

the proportion of ht-NCI+ LC neurons in Braak stage V/

VI cases are much higher, stable ht-NCI+ neuronal

numbers after Braak stage I are likely due to neuronal

loss rather than a slowing down of the ht-NCI forma-

tion process because ghost tangles do not appear in the

brainstem until late Braak stages [31,52]. Although sig-

nificant neuronal loss only occurs from Braak stage III

[29], it is plausible that neuronal loss is present from

Braak stage II in a subset of cases. Moreover, as Braak

stage is an ordinal rather than quantitative scale, it is

possible that the difference between Braak stages 0 and

I is much higher than between stages I and II, in terms

of the progression of AD biology. Nevertheless, we can-

not rule out the effect of a low power in our analysis

that is challenging to overcome considering the lack of

early Braak stage cases for research. Finally, although

our study is cross-sectional, it brings evidence that early

ht-NCI involvement of LC is part of AD biology because

we failed to see age-related changes in ht-NCI numbers.

The results for DRN were considerably different. In

Braak stage 0, about 2.6% of the neurons contained ht-

NCI and we observed an age-related increase in ht-NCI+

neurons. Within the early stages (Braak stages 0–II), the

ht-NCI+ neuronal population size and the proportion

remained stable. However, in late Braak stages both the

total number and proportion of ht-NCI+ neurons

increased, reflecting either a greater magnitude of ht-

NCI formation in mid- and late-Braak stages or perhaps

even a milder neuronal loss than in the LC. This also

indicates the possibility that ht-NCI formation in DRN

may be an epiphenomenon of ageing that becomes

accelerated after AD pathology develops in intercon-

nected brain areas. This trend was noted in a previous

study that investigated the raphe nuclei system [39].

Early accumulation of ht-NCI in the LC and DRN

may cause neuronal dysfunction and contribute to psy-

chiatric symptoms preceding cognitive decline in AD

[16,17,22,29,53].

This study highlights the importance of comparing

different brain areas in the same patients. Despite

belonging to the isodendritic core and sharing early

vulnerability to the formation of ht-NCI, the lack of

association between ht-NCI neuronal population size in

the LC and DRN demonstrate that the sequence and

progression of pathology seem to be quite different in

the two nuclei. Rather, the dynamic pathology may be

more related to selective vulnerability of different

regions and points to the fact that intervention strate-

gies may have a better chance of success when target-

ing more vulnerable areas.

Concerning intranuclear vulnerability within the LC,

the middle third had significantly more ht-NCI+ neurons

than the rostral or caudal LC in Braak stage 0 and I

cases, and significantly more ht-NCI+ neurons than ros-

tral LC in Braak stage II cases. However, when comput-

ing the total neuronal population of each of these LC

thirds, the rostral LC had a higher percent of neurons

with ht-NCI in Braak stage 0 cases than the middle or

caudal LC and the increased burden in the middle third

disappears. This vulnerability in the rostral and middle

thirds aligns well with previous studies in humans

[14,29,30,51]. These findings in the LC are interesting

considering that the middle and rostral LC have projec-

tions to several cortical regions highly vulnerable to AD,

including the hippocampus, according to animal studies

[56–58]. This lends further support to the model of net-

work-based selective vulnerability in AD. In DRN, a mar-

ginal difference was detected in the ht-NCI+ neuron

population between STIF and CL at Braak 0, however,

this could be related to a higher neuron population in

STIF, as the difference was not detected in the propor-

tions of neurons with ht-NCI. Furthermore, there was no

significant difference between STIF and CC, and CL and

CC at Braak 0. No significant differences were detected

between subnuclei in Braak stages I and II. Caution

should be exercised when interpreting differential sus-

ceptibility to tau inclusion among subnuclei in early

Braak stages because the proportion of neurons with ht-
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NCI is very low. A previous study indicates that intranu-

clear differences appear in DRN beginning in Braak stage

III [45]. The interneuronal distribution of ht-NCI could

not be investigated at high Braak stages (V/VI) in either

LC or DRN due to high volumetric loss of both nuclei

[29] making it difficult to define the subnuclear borders

with accuracy and generate precise estimations of ht-

NCI+ neuronal populations.

This study offers several strengths. Relatively thick

serial sections were utilized to ensure that estimations

are not biased by intraregional inhomogeneity. The

serial sectioning also allowed for the nuclei to be subdi-

vided into smaller regions of interest to examine net-

work-based vulnerability. Additionally, we estimated

the absolute number and proportion of ht-NCI+ neu-

rons allowing us to examine the relationship between

neuronal loss and the accretion of proteins.

Our approach also has limitations. While stereologi-

cal studies offer the ability to generate accurate estima-

tions of neuronal populations, they are labour intensive

and time-consuming. This leads to a relatively small

sample, especially when compared to investigations

using animal models. Examining cases ranging from

Braak stages III to V are necessary to clarify at which

point ht-NCI formation start to increase and how this

increase correlates with other neuropathological and

clinical aspects of AD. Further funding will allow addi-

tional investigation into the progression of AD pathol-

ogy in these subcortical structures past Braak stage II

and how these neuropathologic hallmarks may pro-

gress in other nuclei of the isodendritic core.

To exclude bias from our population estimates, we uti-

lized an accepted technique of design-based stereology.

Once these parameters were established, there were two

possible major sources of error: incorrect borders and

incorrect detection of positivity for ht-NCI. The borders

of the first five cases of each nucleus were compared to

independently drawn borders made by other investiga-

tors to ensure objective agreement. Interpretation of ht-

NCI+ neuronal positivity was confirmed by frequent

review and comparison with independent analyses made

by two other seasoned investigators (LTG and PT) in

randomly selected cases throughout the study.

By quantifying the abundance of ht-NCI in subcorti-

cal regions such as LC and DRN, we offer a more pre-

cise understanding of the early pathological framework

by which AD progresses. In this way, quantifying ht-

NCI burden in LC and DRN across early disease stages

may contribute to a framework for more effective treat-

ment. These results suggest that AD patients may bene-

fit from therapies that modulate levels of noradrenalin

and serotonin. Additionally, this study demonstrates an

increasing burden of ht-NCI prior to the onset of neu-

ronal loss, presenting a possible window for effective

treatment and the identification of potential therapeutic

targets prior to the onset of cognitive decline [59,60].

Rigorous neuropathological studies provide a broad

and comprehensive groundwork for advancement in

the research of neurodegenerative diseases. By charac-

terizing these differences in brainstem structures, which

are affected early in AD, we can help to build the foun-

dation for therapeutic targeting and mechanistic drug

development by overcoming the gap in knowledge

regarding early AD pathogenesis.
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